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Evorei is a brand created to satisfy all 
the needs of your home. We offer such 
devices as sonic toothbrushes and 
hair clippers, and in 2021 they will be 
joined by electronic kitchen 
equipment. To make recognizing 
different types of devices easier, we 
divided the Evorei brand into four 
subgroups: Food, Men, Care and 
Beauty.
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CLIPPERS
HAIR

AND TRIMMERS



Evorei
Blade

multifunctional facial hair clipper
with nose hair trimmer

stainless 
steel blade

comb guide x3 multifunctional ergonomic
handle

 cleaning brush
included

Evorei Blade is a multifunctional facial hair clipper with a 
stainless steel blade. The device was made with stylization of 
dense, manly beards in mind. The set also includes comb guides, 
a cleaning brush and a nose hair trimmer device head.

Features:

Waterproof:

On/Off switch:

Cleanable blades:

Power:

Dimensions:

Weight:

Operating power:

Blade vibrations:

Trimmer, nose hair trimmer

IPX4

Yes

Yes

2x AAA battery (not included)

165x27x28mm

80g

3W

6000/min
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4x heads 4x comb
guides

multifunctional docking
station

built-in
battery

+
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Evorei
Razor
cordless hair and facial hair clipper
with nose hair trimmer

Evorei Razor is more than just a cordless hair clipper – it’s a 
whole hairdressing set. Five replacable device heads (three blade 
sizes, shaver and nose trimmer) and four comb guides give you 
full control over your hair and facial hair.

Battery:

ON/OFF button with LED light:

Charging time:

Work time:

5in1 multifunctional:

Additional device heads:

Dimensions:

Dimensions ze stacją dokującą:

Weight:

Weight of entire set: 

2x600 mAh, nickel-metal hydride

Yes

8 hours

Up to 45 minutes

3 clipper sizes, shaver, trimmer

 Yes, 4 types (hair or facial hair shaver, precise shaving head,
                              stylization head, nose hair trimmer)

163x36x34mm

190x147x123mm

131g

318g



Evorei
Razor Pro

cordless hair and facial hair clipper

Stainless
steel blade

3x comb
guide

multiunctional ergonomic
handle

built-in
battery

+

Evorei Razor Pro is a perfect cordless hair and facial hair clipper 
for home stylization. The blades of the device are made out of 
titanium and ceramic materials, and the cutting length can be 
adjusted using the rotating part of the handle. The set includes 
4 comb guides.

Battery:

ON/OFF switch with LED light:

Charging time:

Work time:

Blades:

Lithium, 3.7V

Yes

Approx. 3 hours

Up to 4h hours

Two. 

175x34x45mm

226g
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Dimensions:

Weight:

Stainless steel coated in titatnium and 
vibrating blade made out of ceramic materials



TOOTHBRUSHES
SONIC



Evorei
Sonic One

wireless sonic toothbrush with teeth
 whitening mode

smart work
mode

easy charging long work
time

 up to 76000
vibrations per mode

76
000

The Evorei Sonic One wireless sonic toothbrush can make up to 
38000 bristle movements per minute, getting rid of dental 
plaque and stains caused by tobacco, coffe and similar substan-
ces. Three different device work modes let you adjust the 
toothbrush to your needs.

Battery:

Power:

Automatic power-off:

Last used mode memory:

Needs to be charged:

Charging time:

Vibrations:

Modes:

Waterproof:

Weight:

Dimensions:

600 mAh

DC 5V

Yes, after 2 minutes of use

Yes

Approx. every 25 days (when used twice a day)

6H

38000/min

Cleaning, whitening, rhythmic massage

IPX7

44g

228xØ20
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 4-zone
work mode

carrying
case

 smart work
mode

easy charging up to 78000
vibrations
per mode

78
000
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Evorei
Sonic 2
sonic toothbrush that eliminates
stains and dental plaque

Evorei Sonic 2 is a wireless sonic toothbrush with 5 different work 
modes. The brush bristles vibrate intensely, getting rid of food 
leftovers, stains and dental plaque from your teeth. One full charge 
lasts even up to 2 months of use (when used twice a day).

Battery:

Power:

Automatic power-off:

Needs to be charged:

Charging time:

Vibrations:

Cleaning modes:

Waterproof:

Weight:

Dimensions (without brush head): 

Carrying case dimensions:

800 mAh

DC 3.7 V

Yes, after 2 minutes of use

Every 40-60 days (when used twice a day)

3H

78000/mode

SOFT, WHITE, NORMAL, MASSAGE, GUMCARE

IPX7

96g

54xØ27 mm

16x76x56 mm



Evorei
Sonic Travel

battery-powered sonic
toothbrush

 waterproof  battery-powered featherweight perfect for
travelling

Evorei Sonic Travel is a wireless sonic toothbrush powered by an 
AAA battery, making it a perfect choice for a voyage into the 
unknown. One battery can give you up to 120 days of clean teeth, 
if you use the device twice per day. The toothbrush turns off 
automatically after 2 minutes of use.
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Power:

Automatic power-off: 

Need to replace battery:

Vibrations: 

Work mode:

Waterproof:

Weight:

Dimensions:

AAA battery (not included)

Yes, after 2 minutes of use

Approx. every 120 days (when used twice a day)

18000/min.

One

IPX7

21g

192xØ14



str 10 4-zone
work mode

 carrying case  smart work
mode

charging station up to 124000
vibrations
per mode

Evorei
UV Pro
sonic toothbrush
with germicidal carrying case

Wireless sonic toothbrush Evorei Sonic UV Pro is a professional oral 
hygiene device that comes with 5 modes of operation, letting you adjust 
the work of the device to your needs. The set also includes a carrying 
case with a germicidal UV lamp that disinfects the brush after each use.

Vibrations per minute:

Charging time:

Work time:

Wireless charging:

Smart brushing:

Power:

Work modes:

Waterproof: 

Brush weight:

Weight with case:

Brush dimensions:

Case dimensions:

Up to 62000

Up to 6 hours

45-60 days (when used twice a day)

Yes

2-minute mode (pause every 30 sec)

3V, 800mAh, (lithium battery)

5

IPX7

100 g

246 g

238x28x28 mm

22x77x31 mm





By cooperating with the Evorei brand, you 
receive: direct contact with the manufacturer 
of all devices under the brand, full marketing 
support (marketing showcases, descriptions, 
clips and seasonal discounts) and faster order 
realization. We’ll do what we can to provide 
you with the best post-sale support possible. 
We personalize and adjust our help to each of 
the distributors that cooperates with us.

Apply now If you want to sell household 
electronics such as hair clippers, shavers, 
trimmers, sonic toothbrushes or kitchen 
equipment.

introduce

to Your
offer
Evorei

Manufcaturer:
KGK TRADE sp. z o.o. sp.k.

os. Urocze 12
31-953 Kraków, Polska
www.evorei.pl

We look forward
to working with You

Contact Us
www.kgktrade.pl
info@kgktrade.pl

handel@kgktrade.pl
tel. 12 307 07 15




